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presented to you all-new user interface that allows easier and more intuitive navigation. so, whenever you want to see information about the current state of an adobe pdf document, reader will let you know. you can find the information at the top right corner of the screen. readers are able to choose
a single, double, or triple-click to access more information on the document, bookmark pages, create notes, or add fill-in-the-blank form fields. best of all, you can adjust the reader workspace to your liking, thus enabling you to find the perfect viewing experience. the 2016 version of adobe acrobat

reader x was created to be the most powerful reader ever. with its ability to read pdf and epub files, it creates a new level of flexibility in the way content can be accessed and shared. then again, for big files, acrobat pro cc can add text notes with hyperlinks to enable easier navigation and retrieval of
information. now, adobe has set its sights on the next generation, creating an even more in-depth experience. you can now annotate pdfs, create forms to digitally collect data, and read complex fonts such as cid's, or use embedded images in your epub content. it gives you the ability to see the
current state of a pdf file, including the xmp metadata used to be stored by some compliant adobe products when originally created. now, this data is separated from the document, allowing you to store it on a flash drive, read it in more than one adobe product, or even insert it into a non-adobe

product. it allows you to add handwritten notes and stamps to your pdf files. they can include free-form signatures, e.g. an additional signature on top of a letter or contract, or even stamps with a logo. you can even add an audio recording of you speaking to your pdf document, a property that makes
pdfs one of the best-suited formats for legal contracts.
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